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Fieldtools is a package that contains several geology field tools, enabling you to plot and draw drill holes and sample maps, as well as contour maps and drill logs. The application enables you to easily
input data using spreadsheets or import it from Excel or a CSV file. Dip and vertical depth calculators, additional symbol fonts, built-in pattern library, basic drawing tools and a report generator are
other features that FieldTools comes with. Altimeter is a geology field tool that calculates the depth of a geologic body. By choosing the type of terrain, Altimeter can calculate the elevation and it
also generates a contour map that indicates the height level of the terrain. Altimeter Description: A useful application for those who deal with geological data. Altimeter calculates the depth of a body
of land by measuring the height from the sea level, it also draws a contour map and displays the depth. FieldTools Description: A useful application for those who deal with geological data. Altimeter
calculates the depth of a body of land by measuring the height from the sea level, it also draws a contour map and displays the depth. Instruments helps you to perform a quick calculation of the level
of rocks. It shows the approximate thickness of a geological body. Input the type of rocks, as well as the thickness, to see the result and the average thickness of the rocks. Fieldtools Description:
Instruments helps you to perform a quick calculation of the level of rocks. It shows the approximate thickness of a geological body. Input the type of rocks, as well as the thickness, to see the result
and the average thickness of the rocks. Code Generator is a field tool that can generate a list of codes. Using the list of codes, you can determine which field codes must be used and which variables
should be used in the field tool. Fieldtools Description: Code Generator is a field tool that can generate a list of codes. Using the list of codes, you can determine which field codes must be used and
which variables should be used in the field tool. Component Calculator is a geology field tool that calculates the volume of a geological body. You can enter the volume, the width, the height and the
depth to calculate the volume and the volume fraction of a geological body. Component Calculator Description: A useful application for those who deal with geological data
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* Converts an Excel or CSV file into a report * Generates drillhole and sample data * Generates drillhole and sample plots * Generates drillhole and sample contour maps * Generates contour maps *
Generates basic drill hole logs * Generates basic drill hole logs * Generates text logs * Generates text logs * Generates vertical depth, dip and logging markers * Generates vertical depth, dip and
logging markers * Generates logging data * Generates logging data * Draws drilling pinout data * Draws drilling pinout data * Draws logging symbol in logs * Draws logging symbol in logs * Draws
contour map symbols * Draws contour map symbols * Generates drillhole map * Generates drillhole map * Generates logging map * Generates logging map * Generates text map * Generates text
map * Generates contour map * Generates contour map FieldTools Description: * Provides easy to use tools and features that make working with geological data easier * Provides a flexible database
structure for your data * Is easy to use and customize * Has a database optimized for large data sets * Uses VBScripts which can be improved with macros or VBA * Can read and write any geologic
property types * Automatic drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole
plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole
plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole
plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole
plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting * Drillhole plotting 77a5ca646e
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------- FieldTools is a geology field tool set that consists of the following tools: 1. Split worksheet - this tool splits a worksheet with a dialog. The data can be imported from a CSV file or exported
from the results of a calculation. It can be used to split a spreadsheet and to add new sheets to the data. 2. Column and row filters - allows you to filter data in the table and in the chart. 3. Shape fill -
allows you to fill shapes. 4. Color fill - allows you to fill shapes and color shapes in the same step. 5. Validate filters - allows you to check whether a cell is empty. 6. Cell validation - allows you to
check whether a cell contains values. 7. Master map - allows you to create master maps of selected areas. 8. Drill hole - displays drillholes based on the selected layer or a new layer created with the
drag-drop function. 9. Contour map - allows you to create contour maps and to place contours on the map. 10. Measure - allows you to measure distances and areas. 11. Geology - allows you to plot
basic fields and arrows. 12. Log - displays drill logs. FieldTools Downloads: ------------------- You can download FieldTools from the link below: FieldTools Open Source: ---------------------
FieldTools is a library that consists of three types of files: 1. Fieldtools.dll: this file is used to make sure that the library works on all systems. It contains only the icons and other images that are used
in the software. 2. Fieldtools.win32.dll: this file is used to control whether the software runs on 32-bit or 64-bit systems. 3. Fieldtools.lib: this file consists of all classes that FieldTools uses. Source
Code: ------------ All the source code is contained in the readme file that is included in the zip file of this software. You can view the source code of FieldTools by going to
[root]\View\Sources\FieldTools\FieldTools.sln. You can browse the source code by clicking the main project tab. FieldTools Suggestions and Questions: ----------------------------------- The
suggestions and questions are posted at www.dev-cad.com, where we discuss everything related to Geology. If you have

What's New in the FieldTools?

This is the main page of this website. ==> What is FieldTools? FieldTools is a free open-source geology field tool suite to create maps, drillholes, contours and log files. ==> FieldTools for Linux
FieldTools is supported on Ubuntu 12.04 or later. FieldTools is supported on CentOS 5.3 or later. FieldTools is supported on Red Hat 5 or later. FieldTools is supported on FreeBSD 8.x. ==>
Download FieldTools The best download server to get FieldTools is the Mozilla Addon Manager [ To download FieldTools on Ubuntu or Fedora, you can download the package from [ For Mac OS
X, you can download the [ fieldtools] file from [ ==> How to install FieldTools? Make sure you have enough space for installing software. The software need around 15 GB free space for installing.
To install the software, you can use
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System Requirements For FieldTools:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 Processor: 2.0 GHz or faster Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom II Processor Memory: 1 GB RAM (6 GB on 64-bit Windows) Video: 512 MB of Video RAM Hard Disk: 23 GB
free hard disk space Internet: Broadband internet connection Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Mouse: Standard 2 button mouse Keyboard: Standard QWERTY keyboard Mac OS X:
10.9, 10
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